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formal mathy prediction for the behavior of
fax X a based on surrounding pts

Consider the following piecewise function

x 6 6 if XS 2

fix 2x if 22 22

5 if X 2

Evaluate the following

a finythefunctiontspitsvarious things depending on input

theKx

Oiswherenttaking our limit

Now for the limit at x 0 we're interested only in
the surrounding X values not x o itself



Since the x values surrounding X O

all lie within this interval 2 2
2
no

and since fix 2x on this interval we have

limofix kino 2x 0

b lim fix
x 2

Just like in part a we need to carefully
consider which piece we're using to calculate the
limit

Since we're taking the limit x 2 we need to

investigate those surrounding x values

However notice that fix treats some

values diff than others It all depends on which
interval our x values reside in

Here fix x 6 6 Here fix 2x
t t t
t.gr

ttt



So we'll treat the LA RH separately

lim X 6 6 2
x 2

fat lim
x I

lim fix lim 2x 4
at X at

Hence
Kim fix DNE

c lim fix
x 2

This problem is very similar to part b

Here we're taking the limit x 2 So again we must
investigate those surrounding x values

Again notice that fix treats some

values diff than others It all depends on which
interval our x values reside in

notrelevant Here fix 2x Here Fx Iz g

att that
2 2



So

Him x him 2x 4

Is 2 4 7 11,2 2
5 4

Hence Him fix 4

Infinite Limits functions that grow without

bound

We'll use the following fact often

Let fig be functions defined near a so that

Is atext L where Lto

Iyaga 0

Then we know that

Him
a
tgif to

Jim tgif to



The signs of these limits must be determined by
performing additional analysis

Consider fix
Find limofix

Before we do any calculations lets take a look
a look at the graphThat way we'll have an

idea of what to expect

Right away we see
that

LH RA behaviors disagree

7 So we expect our limit to not
exist

But This function is somewhat nice in that

although we may not be able to say a limit exists
we can still describe the behaviors of the
LH RH sides



Notice that our from earlier still applies
Namely

Kim Is to
So we know that

Ying
to Him

to

All we have to do now is discover the correct

sign

lim
o

from the left Xo

so X o from the negative side

thus lim
o II a

compare with

graph

We write limo
o

but this technically DNE its just a behavior



Also

lim
pot

from the right x o

so X 70 from the postie side

thus lim
ot II

compare with

graph

We write lying to

Find him
3 1

X2 X2 4 4

1st attempt plug in if possible

Here it doesn't work

2nd attempt Rewrite with algebra



3 6

172 4 4 452 5 2

2 I

So accord to our facts the LH RH limits
are infinite

lim
2 2

to 132 2
0

We just have to figure out which

So we proceed as before

IE E If as

X 22 X 2 LO

Is E It to

x 2 1 27 0



Section 99 Continuous TEunnetions

continuous w o interruption
no gaps

Intuitively a cts function is one whose graph
has no interruption gaps

m
continuous at a pt

A function f is cts at at Df if

Lingafix exists

finnafix fca

continuous on an interval

A function f is cts on an interval I

if it is cts at every pt in I



terminology

f is cts f is cts at

everypt in its
domain

discontinuous e f ain't continuous

mummmammammammmmmmur

limmit

iI

has no holes



ListoffammilliarettsFunnation

Polynomials e.g pix XS 3
2
2 1

poly's are cts on IR Go o

Rational Functions e.g 343,37
Domain anywhere denom to

Rational Fets are cts on their domain

Exponentials Logarithms

b are cts on C o o

log X are cts on o o

Radicals

Fx are cts on their domain



Evaluate fin 3 2 2 1

FIX 3
2
2 1 is cts So Jim fix fat 4


